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CSS/icon issues - system_patches.php 2.3 alpha
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Status: Closed Start date: 11/14/2015

Priority: Normal Due date:  

Assignee: Jim Pingle % Done: 0%

Category: System Patches Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version: 2.3   

Plus Target Version:  Affected Plus

Version:

 

Affected Version: 2.3 Affected

Architecture:

 

Description

Screenshot below. All other pages (so far) are clear and on a white background. This one seems to be blue on dark grey which is

almost unreadable, and missing icons as well.

History

#1 - 11/15/2015 04:31 AM - Chris Buechler

- Project changed from pfSense to pfSense Packages

- Category set to System Patches

- Target version set to 2.3

- Affected Version set to 2.3

#2 - 11/15/2015 11:48 AM - jeroen van breedam

how would i go about migrating this package to bootstrap ?

this isn't an xml-only package. it has several .php files. If I change them to look good with bootstrap, then it'll probably give issues on <=releng_2_2.

a)Is there a way to keep the same package-name, but use different <config_file></config_file> in pkg_config.10.xml, depending on the target system?

b)If a) is not an option: would it be ok to adjust the code in the indivual php files and if(version<2.3)=>use_old_code / else=>use_new_code

c) when a)&b) are not an option. should i create a "system patches NG" package?

#3 - 11/15/2015 01:35 PM - Kill Bill

jeroen van breedam wrote:

how would i go about migrating this package to bootstrap ?

 Waste of time while the packages are being synced between the old repo and https://github.com/pfsense/FreeBSD-ports/.

#4 - 11/16/2015 05:09 AM - Jim Thompson

- Assignee set to Anonymous

Assigned to sbeaver, who can give advice.

#5 - 11/17/2015 03:06 AM - Renato Botelho

Kill Bill wrote:

jeroen van breedam wrote:

how would i go about migrating this package to bootstrap ?

 Waste of time while the packages are being synced between the old repo and https://github.com/pfsense/FreeBSD-ports/.

 We are converting them from 2.2 repo until we can to avoid duplicate effort. At some point it won't be possible anymore... Conversion to bootstrap is

the first difference that will make us stop syncing it
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#6 - 11/17/2015 04:35 AM - jeroen van breedam

@renato

so i understand,i can try convert it then? it has to be done at one point anyways.

what branch of the ports repo should I/We commit to ? master/devel/q42015

#7 - 11/17/2015 05:00 AM - Renato Botelho

jeroen van breedam wrote:

@renato

so i understand,i can try convert it then? it has to be done at one point anyways.

what branch of the ports repo should I/We commit to ? master/devel/q42015

 Of course you can! It would help a lot!

You should do it on branch 'devel'. master and 2015q4 are read-only, they are copies of FreeBSD-ports repo

#8 - 12/16/2015 08:22 AM - Jim Pingle

- Status changed from New to Closed

- Assignee changed from Anonymous to Jim Pingle

This was addressed as #5590 - closing this one.
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